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Summary
Because it supercedes state laws that “relate 

to” private sector-sponsored health benefit 

programs, ERISA complicates state efforts to 

include employer financing in initiatives to 

expand access to health care. This issue brief 

discusses implications of the recent court 

decision holding that ERISA preempts one 

such law, the Maryland Fair Share Health 

Care Fund Act.

ERISA, the federal Employee Retirement 

Income Security Act of 1974, applies to pen-

sion and other employee fringe benefit pro-

grams, such as health coverage, sponsored by 

private sector employers. As interpreted by 

the U.S. Supreme Court and lower courts, the 

act preempts state laws that relate to private 

sector plans because either they refer to such 

plans or they affect plans’ benefits, structure, 

or administration. While states cannot man-

date that employers offer health insurance, 

the Supreme Court held in its 1995 Travelers 

Insurance decision that ERISA does not pre-

empt state laws in traditional areas of state 

regulatory authority that are not directed at 

ERISA plans and do not interfere with uni-

form national administration of multi-state 

plans by compelling plan administrators to 

structure benefits in a particular way. State 

laws cannot directly regulate ERISA plan con-

duct but can raise their costs.

In early 2006, the Maryland legislature 

enacted the “Fair Share Act,” requiring for-

profit employers of 10,000 or more work-

ers that do not spend at least 8 percent of 

payroll on “health insurance costs” to pay 

the difference into a fund supporting the 

state Medicaid program. (The standard for 

non-profit employers was 6 percent.) Only 

Wal-Mart would have been required to pay 

the assessment by virtue of its size and esti-

mated health care spending. In July 2006, a 

federal district court held in RILA v. Fielder 

that ERISA preempts the state law because 

both its purpose and its impact would 

require Wal-Mart to expand its ERISA health 

plan; this would interfere with uniform 

national administration of the firm’s plan 

if other states imposed different require-

ments, as some have proposed. The judge 

did suggest that he might rule differently if 

state laws, like the one recently enacted in 

Massachusetts, addressed health care issues 

“comprehensively” with only incidental 

effects on ERISA plans.

On appeal, the state of Maryland is likely 

to argue, among other things, that the Fair 

Share Act is not a mandate for employers 

to maintain ERISA plans and that Supreme 

Court precedent does not prohibit state laws 

that merely raise plan costs—in other words, 

that a spending mandate is not a benefits 

mandate. Nevertheless, unless the deci-

sion is reversed on appeal, the RILA case 

makes it difficult for states to enact spending 

requirements like the one in Maryland. For 

example, states should avoid laws targeting 

only a small number of employers that may 

be characterized as health benefits man-

dates. 

Both the court’s decision and the previ-

ous preemption cases raise some possible 

challenges to other recently enacted state 

laws. For example, the 2006 Massachusetts 

reform law would require employers with 

more than 10 employees to: create tax code 

section 125 plans for workers to pay for 

health insurance with pre-tax funds, pay the 

uncompensated care costs their employees 

incur if the firm does not create a 125 plan, 

pay up to $295 per full-time equivalent 

worker per year if at least one fourth of 

employees are not enrolled in an employer 

plan or if the employer does not contribute 

at least one third of the premium, and report 

certain information on employee coverage 

to the state. Some of these provisions, like 

the section 125 plan mandate, are more eas-

ily defended against an ERISA challenge 

(because the U.S. Department of Labor, 

which administers ERISA, takes the position 

that section 125 plans are not themselves 

ERISA plans). The annual per employee 
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assessment raises preemption concerns 

but might be defended because its purpose 

is to fund the state’s uncompensated care 

program and insurance subsidies for lower 

wage workers and because of its small 

size—it gives employers a choice between 

paying the assessment and providing health 

coverage and is not so large as to offer only 

one practical option and be characterized 

as an insurance mandate. A 2006 Vermont 

law imposes a $365 annual “premium” on 

employers for full-time equivalent employ-

ees who are not eligible for or for whom 

the employer does not contribute to health 

coverage or who decline offered coverage. 

This law also raises ERISA issues similar 

to those in the Massachusetts law, though 

it also may survive a preemption challenge. 

Because these laws are drafted differently 

and have different likely impacts than the 

Maryland act, the RILA decision may not be 

directly applicable. But, the laws will need to 

overcome potential challenges based on the 

Supreme Court’s preemption principles.

Despite the RILA decision, states should be 

able to undertake health care access initia-

tives that involve employers in financing cov-

erage. For example, a “pay or play” law like 

the one enacted (but never implemented)  

in Massachusetts in 1988 seems defensible. 

A broad-based state tax or other assessment 

(to fund a public coverage program or pre-

mium subsidies for lower wage workers)  

on a large proportion of employers could 

allow employers to credit against this assess-

ment the cost of any health care spending. 

Such a program arguably falls within the 

language in Travelers by leaving to each 

employer complete choice of whether to 

pay the tax or cover workers. This approach, 

while not yet evaluated in any court, seems 

among the easiest to defend against a pre-

emption challenge. 

This issue brief discusses in greater detail 

ERISA preemption principles, the Maryland 

law and RILA decision, implications for 

state health care access initiatives involving 

employers in financing, and arguments that 

may be raised to challenge and defend such 

state programs.

Introduction
Most working Americans receive health  

benefits through their employers, but the 

proportions of both employers offering 

health benefits and workers covered by  

these plans are dropping, primarily among 

small firms.2  In recent decades, many states 

have sought to encourage more employers 

to offer and contribute to employee health 

benefits programs through voluntary options 

such as tax credits and purchasing pools. 

Because coverage offered by employers  

is often unaffordable to lower wage workers, 

some states also have provided income-based 

subsidies to individuals participating in  

their employers’ programs. But because  

voluntary employer incentives generally have 

not reversed the trend of declining health 

coverage, some states have begun to consider 

more mandatory proposals, such  

as assessments on non-insuring employers 

or broader “pay or play” strategies. In con-

trast to purely voluntary employer incentives, 

however, mandatory programs run the  

risk of being challenged under ERISA,  

the federal pension law. 

In the first case examining recent employer 

assessment strategies, a federal district  

court held in July 2006 that ERISA pre-

empts Maryland’s “Fair Share Health Care 

Fund Act” (sometimes called a “Wal-Mart 

law” because only that firm would have  

been required to pay the assessment).  

Re-enacted in the 2006 legislative session 

over the Governor’s 2005 veto, the law 

required for-profit employers of 10,000  

or more workers that do not spend at  

least 8 percent of payroll on health care  

costs to contribute the difference to the  

state Medicaid program. The court’s decision 

poses a potential obstacle to similar health 

care access initiatives under consideration  

in many states. Some of the court’s language 

is not helpful to state efforts. But state  

health policymakers can design health  

care financing programs involving employer 

contributions that should withstand an 

ERISA challenge. 

ERISA Preemption Principles
ERISA, the federal Employee Retirement 

Income Security Act of 1974, was enacted 

to remedy fraud and mismanagement in 

private-sector employer pension plans. 

It also applies to other employee benefit 

plans sponsored by private-sector unions 

or employers (other than churches). Such 

employee benefits plans, which include 

health coverage, are “ERISA plans,”  

regardless of whether they are offered 

through insurance or self-insured by the 

sponsor. While regulating pension plans  

in considerable detail, ERISA provides  

limited federal regulation of health plans. 

Nevertheless, the Act contains a broad 

preemption provision stating that federal 

law supersedes any state law that relates 

to ERISA plans, except those that regulate 

insurance, banking, and securities. States 

cannot deem employee plans to be insurers. 

Consequently, states are prohibited from  

regulating employee health plans directly. 

They can, however, regulate the insurers 

with which the employee plans contract,  

creating the distinction between insured 

plans (which states can regulate by regulat-

ing insurers) and self-insured plans (which 

they cannot). 

Because ERISA’s preemption provisions are 

not particularly clear on their face, courts 

have been interpreting them in the 32 years 

since ERISA was enacted. For two decades, 

the U.S. Supreme Court took an expansive 

view of ERISA state law preemption. The 

Court noted, for example, that the preemp-

tion clause was “conspicuous in its breadth,” 

and overturned state laws with any impact 

on or reference to an ERISA plan’s benefits, 

structure, or administration.3  

Following early Supreme Court precedent, 

lower federal courts invalidated Hawaii’s 

1974 mandate that employers provide work-

er health coverage4 and California’s 1973 

law setting benefit standards for employer-

sponsored managed care plans.5  A 1983 

amendment to ERISA reinstated the Hawaii 

employer mandate.
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In its 1995 Travelers Insurance decision, 

the Supreme Court narrowed the reach of 

ERISA preemption by limiting the types of 

state law impacts on ERISA plans that cause 

preemption.6  It held that ERISA did not 

preempt New York’s hospital rate-setting 

law, even though the legislation imposed 

some costs on ERISA health plans (because 

it made buying coverage from commercial 

insurers more expensive than coverage from 

Blue Cross plans). The Court reasoned that 

the law would not compel plan administra-

tors to structure benefits in a particular 

way or to limit its ability to design uniform 

interstate benefit plans. The Court noted that 

“cost uniformity was almost certainly not 

an object of preemption.”7  It also observed 

that a state law might impose cost burdens 

so exorbitant that they removed any actual 

choice and therefore could be preempted. 

But, the 24 percent hospital cost surcharge 

paid by commercial insurers was not high 

enough to cause ERISA to preempt the New 

York law.8 

The Court also has interpreted ERISA’s 

so-called insurance “savings clause,” which 

exempts state insurance regulations from 

preemption.9  In addition to applying the 

preemption clause, the Supreme Court has 

held, under general constitutional principles 

of federalism, that state laws governing cov-

erage disputes between plans and enrollees 

directly conflict with ERISA and are pre-

empted on that ground alone.10   

The Court has held in Travelers and sub-

sequent cases that it would not presume 

(without clear evidence to the contrary) 

that Congress intended ERISA to preempt 

laws in areas of traditional state authority.  

Despite greater flexibility granted to state 

laws, however, the Supreme Court’s two 

basic tests for preemption remain. A state 

law will be preempted if it:

u Refers to an ERISA plan, either explicitly12  

or by requiring reference to an ERISA plan 

in order to comply with the state law,13  or

u Has a connection with an ERISA plan 

by substantially affecting its benefits,14  

administration,15  or structure.16  

The Maryland Law and Court Decision

The Statute

The Maryland legislature enacted the “Fair 

Share Act” January 12, 2006, overriding a 

gubernatorial veto of a bill originally passed 

in 2005.17  The law requires for-profit 

employers of 10,000 or more workers that 

do not spend at least 8 percent of payroll on 

“health insurance costs” to pay the difference 

into a fund supporting the state Medicaid 

program. The health care spending thresh-

old for non-profit organizations (like Johns 

Hopkins University) is 6 percent of payroll. 

The law defines “health insurance costs” 

broadly to include any health care spending 

(including employer-funded medical savings 

accounts) deductible by an employer under 

federal income tax law. Employers subject 

to the law are required to annually report to 

the state’s Secretary of Labor, Licensing and 

Regulation their number of workers and the 

amount and percentage of payroll spent on 

employee health care.

The Maryland Court’s Decision

Wal-Mart is the only employer in Maryland 

to which the law applies by virtue of its 

size and proportion of payroll spent for 

employee health care, which the court noted 

the bill’s sponsors understood and intended. 

In early 2006, the Retail Industry Leaders 

Association (“RILA”), of which Wal-Mart is 

a member, challenged the Fair Share Act 

in court on the grounds that it both is pre-

empted by ERISA and unconstitutionally 

discriminates between employers based on 

their size or profit status. On July 19, 2006 

the federal District Court in Maryland held 

that ERISA does preempt the law, but that it 

is not unconstitutional.18 

After deciding that RILA had standing to 

pursue the case on behalf of its members 

and the court had jurisdiction to hear it,19  

Judge Motz examined the ERISA preemp-

tion issue. The court first noted that it would 

look only at whether the Fair Share Act has a 

“connection with” ERISA plans (and would 

not examine the “reference to” test, but in a 

footnote, he suggested that he thought the 

statute does refer to ERISA plans).20  The 

court identified Congress’ primary objective 

in enacting the preemption clause as reduc-

ing the likelihood of multi-state employer 

plans being subject to varying state law 

requirements. It then held that the law 

thwarts interstate uniformity because its 

health care spending requirements “are not 

applicable in most other jurisdictions” and 

conflict with similar laws passed in at least 

two local areas (New York City and Suffolk 

County, NY) and various proposals in other 

states. Employer health care spending 

standards would vary by state and require 

Wal-Mart to “segregate a separate pool of 

expenditures for its Maryland employees and 

structure its contributions—and employees’ 

deductibles and co-pays—with an eye to how 

this will affect the Act’s 8 percent spending 

requirement.”21 

Based partly on public statements of the 

bill’s sponsors and the fact that it was 

imposed on only one employer,22  the court 

held that the law was not a tax to raise rev-

enue but a penalty designed to “force”  

Wal-Mart to provide health coverage to its 

workers, which ERISA prohibits. Although 

such a financial incentive might not always 

result in employers deciding to expand 

coverage, court affidavits from Wal-Mart 

executives indicated the firm would increase 

contributions to its ERISA plans rather than 

pay a fee to the state.

The court rejected the Maryland Attorney 

General’s arguments that ERISA does not 

preempt the law based on Travelers and two 

subsequent Supreme Court preemption 

cases, holding they involved substantially dif-

ferent types of state laws. For example, the 

court observed that the New York hospital 

rate-setting law at issue in Travelers had only 

an incidental effect on employer-sponsored 

plans (raising costs of those choosing com-

mercial over Blue Cross plans) and did not 

inhibit plan administrators from design-

ing uniform national benefit levels. The 

Dillingham case23  held that ERISA did not 

preempt a state law allowing lower wage lev-

els for public works contractors using state-

approved compared to non state-approved 

apprenticeship programs (some of which 

were structured as ERISA plans when offered 

by multiple employers). The RILA court held 

that the financial incentive for plans to be 

state approved in Dillingham was different 
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than that under the Maryland law’s assess-

ment, partly because the California standards 

were similar to federal standards and there-

fore would not increase inter-state variation.24  

And the DeBuono case25  involved a tax on 

health care providers, including one operated 

by an ERISA plan, but was not preempted 

because it did not target plan-owned clinics 

and involved health care provider regulation, 

a traditional sphere of state authority, both of 

which facts the RILA court said distinguished 

that state law from the Fair Share Act. 

In contrast to these cases, Judge Motz held 

that the Fair Share Act: 1) is “not merely 

tangentially related to ERISA plans but is 

focused upon them,” 2) is “targeted directly 

at the ERISA plan of a particular employer,” 

and 3) has a direct economic impact by 

requiring Wal-Mart “to increase its health 

care benefits for Maryland employees and to 

administer its plan in such a fashion as to 

ensure that the statutory spending required 

by the Act is met.” The court concluded 

that “the Act violates ERISA’s fundamental 

purpose of permitting multi-state employ-

ers to maintain nationwide health and wel-

fare plans, providing uniform nationwide 

benefits and permitting uniform national 

administration.”

In a footnote that may help to distinguish 

the Maryland statute from other state laws, 

the judge noted that he expressed “no opin-

ion on whether legislative approaches taken 

by other States to the problems of health 

care delivery and its attendant costs would 

be preempted by ERISA.” He singled out 

the recently enacted Massachusetts legisla-

tion (discussed later in this issue brief) as 

addressing “health care issues comprehen-

sively and in a manner that arguably has 

only incidental effects upon ERISA plans.” 

Furthermore, he stated that, “[i]n light of 

what is generally perceived as a national 

health care crisis, it would seem that to the 

extent ERISA allows, it is strongly in the 

public interest to permit states to perform 

their traditional role of serving as laborato-

ries for experiment in controlling the costs 

and increasing the quality of health care for 

all citizens.”

The court rejected the state’s argument that 

the law does not require an employer to 

create or expand an ERISA plan because it 

could be satisfied by other types of spending, 

such as creating a clinic or funding individu-

al savings accounts – such as health savings 

accounts (HSAs) or health reimbursement 

arrangements (HRAs). The Judge noted that 

the U.S. Department of Labor’s policy char-

acterizes HSAs as not ERISA plans only if 

completely voluntary on the part of employ-

ees, which makes them a less certain means 

to satisfy the spending requirement so that, 

practically speaking, the law would have an 

effect on Wal-Mart’s ERISA plan. Finally, the 

court dismissed the argument that the law 

offered Wal-Mart a choice of paying the fee 

or expanding worker coverage, noting that 

“if employers are faced with the choice of 

paying a sum of money to the State or offer-

ing an equal sum of money to their employ-

ees in the form of health care, no rational 

employer would choose to pay the State” and 

citing evidence that Wal-Mart would expand 

worker coverage.

Analysis of the Court’s Opinion

The holding and some of the language in 

RILA v. Fielder limits the types of access ini-

tiatives that can easily withstand an ERISA 

preemption challenge. Although federal 

district courts in other states are not bound 

by the Maryland court’s decision, when 

examining similar laws, they are likely to fol-

low the court’s reasoning, especially because 

it is the first case considering a type of 

employer health care financing strategy since 

the late 1970s. If the case, whose appeal 

will be argued in late November, is upheld 

by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, it 

would have even stronger value as prec-

edent. Therefore, as discussed below, it will 

be important for state policymakers to craft 

health care access proposals without the ele-

ments that troubled the Maryland court.

The court based its preemption analysis on a 

congressional objective of uniform adminis-

tration of multi-state employer health plans. 

Drafters of the preemption clause explicitly 

defended it as avoiding “conflicting and 

inconsistent state and local regulation.”26  

But the Supreme Court and lower federal 

courts have held that avoiding inconsistent 

state laws does not require absolute unifor-

mity in laws that may have some impact 

on ERISA health plan administration. In 

Travelers, for example, the Supreme Court 

said that interstate differences in health 

care costs, workplace standards, or other 

costs of doing business do not raise ERISA 

preemption concerns and that Congress 

did not intend preemption to achieve “cost 

uniformity.” Therefore, state access laws that 

raise ERISA plans’ costs are not necessarily 

preempted if they are drafted to avoid being 

characterized as mandates. Once the RILA 

court determined that the law was essen-

tially a mandate that an employer expand its 

workplace health coverage program, ERISA 

preemption was inevitable because the 

ERISA clearly prohibits state laws that man-

date employer coverage or the contents of 

employer plans. But the court’s conclusion 

that a spending requirement is the same as a 

benefits mandate does not necessarily follow 

from Supreme Court preemption analysis.

Furthermore, the RILA court’s rejection of 

the state’s argument that the law does not 

require employers to create or amend ERISA 

plans is inconsistent with Supreme Court 

precedent. The Dillingham case and several 

federal Court of Appeals decisions have held 

that ERISA does not preempt state laws 

applying to employer-provided programs or 

services that include but are not limited to 

ERISA plans.27   The Second Circuit Court of 

Appeals has held, for example, that “where 

a legal requirement may be easily satisfied 

through means unconnected to ERISA plans 

and only relates to ERISA plans at the elec-

tion of an employer, it “affect[s] employee 

benefit plans in too tenuous, remote, or 

peripheral a manner to warrant a finding 

that the law ‘relates to’ the plan.”28  But 

Judge Motz rejected this defense of the 

Maryland statute, concluding that other 

spending options were impractical (work-

place clinics) or would not satisfy the state’s 

objective (voluntary HSAs), especially given 

Wal-Mart’s assertion that it would expand its 

ERISA plan rather than pay the assessment.

The court may have misunderstood the U.S. 
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DOL’s characterization of HSAs. While 

employee participation must be voluntary, 

DOL does not consider an employer’s HSA 

contribution to create an ERISA plan,29 so 

an employer should have been able to satisfy 

the Maryland spending requirement by cre-

ating and funding HSAs. 

While laws targeting one or a small number 

of employers should not automatically be 

preempted on that ground alone, the Fair 

Share Act may have been particularly vulner-

able due to its narrow focus on Wal-Mart, 

whose employee health benefits have been 

the subject of national attention and advo-

cacy campaigns in many states. Limiting the 

number of employers subject to some type 

of “pay or play” strategy allows opponents 

to argue that the law does not impose a tax 

to fund a broad-based public program but 

rather is a thinly disguised mandate. A nar-

row focus also makes it easier for targeted 

employers to assert that they would expand 

or adopt ERISA plans to comply, whereas a 

tax imposed on thousands of employers to 

fund a publicly-financed health care access 

program might result in some employers 

paying the tax.30  An employer’s decision 

to cover workers or pay an assessment will 

depend on many factors, such as the amount 

of the fee relative to the cost of workplace 

health coverage, whether the employer 

already provides some level of coverage, and 

whether a public program funded by the tax 

in which its employees can participate would 

be advantageous for the firm and its workers 

(for example, by offering subsidies), among 

other considerations. 

Although the court in RILA observed in a 

footnote that the Fair Share Act law might be 

seen to “refer to” ERISA plans, the Maryland 

law appears to have been rather carefully 

drafted to avoid a direct reference to ERISA 

plans. It defines “health insurance” as health 

care spending beyond that in traditional 

employer-sponsored plans (i.e., HSAs, direct 

employer reimbursement of worker health 

costs, or the establishment of tax code sec-

tion 125 plans, which the Department of 

Labor characterizes as not ERISA plans).31  

The Second Circuit Court of Appeals has 

noted that the Supreme Court’s “reference 

to” cases involve more than a mere allusion 

to ERISA plans but require examining the 

law’s actual impact on (i.e., connection with) 

ERISA plans.32  Therefore it is possible that 

the “reference to” test is merely another way 

to decide whether the state law is “connected 

with” ERISA plans, as Judge Motz conceded 

in his footnote.33 

Implications of the RILA Case for  

State Health Care Access Initiatives

Voluntary Employer Programs

ERISA’s preemption clause should not pose 

an obstacle to the many types of programs 

and incentives states have established to 

encourage employers to provide health cover-

age. For example, over the past 20 years, sev-

eral states have granted income tax credits to 

small firms offering health coverage.  Some 

states have developed purchasing pools, 

often combining the purchasing power of 

public agencies administering state employ-

ee benefits, Medicaid, and SCHIP with small 

employers.34  Other states have developed 

insurance options for small businesses and 

individuals that provide subsidies for lower 

wage workers, often using federal Medicaid 

and/or SCHIP funds.35  Several states use 

Medicaid or SCHIP funds to help low wage 

workers enroll in their employers’ plans.36  

Some states also have used their authority to 

regulate health insurers to allow insurers to 

offer limited benefits policies, often focused 

on the small group market, or to require 

insurers to sell plans the state helps finance 

through reinsurance.37 

Insofar as these current state programs are 

purely voluntary, they should raise no ERISA 

preemption concerns. A state law condition-

ing employer tax credits on policies meet-

ing certain conditions (such as minimum 

employer premium contributions) poses a 

theoretical preemption issue as an attempt 

to influence an employer plan’s structure or 

benefits. But a purely voluntary credit, even 

if a strong incentive, would not “bind plan 

administrators to a particular choice” of con-

forming its coverage to the credit’s qualifica-

tions and so, under Travelers and Dillingham 

should not raise preemption problems. Nor 

should ERISA impede state subsidies for 

employers covering low wage workers with 

certain benefits or premium contributions or 

the opportunity for employers to participate 

in purchasing pools. ERISA can, however, 

hamper efficient administration of Medicaid 

and SCHIP premium assistance programs 

because states cannot require employers to 

report information about workplace coverage 

or eligibility, though states can obtain this 

information through employees.38 

Mandatory Employer Obligations

Although some incentive programs have 

generated employer interest, state experience 

suggests voluntary measures are unlikely to 

reduce the number of uninsured workers 

substantially, especially as health insurance 

costs have continued to grow faster than 

wages. States therefore have begun to con-

sider imposing mandatory responsibilities 

on employers, such as payroll taxes or other 

assessments to finance publicly-admin-

istered programs—either Medicaid and 

SCHIP or broader (if not fully “universal”) 

coverage programs. Some of these approach-

es raise ERISA preemption issues.

“Pay or Play” Laws

Broadly conceived “pay or play” laws require 

employers to pay an assessment (whose 

proceeds partially finance a publicly-adminis-

tered health coverage program) but provide a 

credit against that assessment for the amount 

of employee health care costs. The classic 

example of a pay or play program was the law 

enacted by Massachusetts in 1988, imposing 

a 12 percent tax on wages up to $14,000 of 

employers with more than five employees 

but granting a dollar-for-dollar offset to the 

tax for insurance or other federal income tax-

deductible employee health expenses.39  The 

tax was one source of funding for a state uni-

versal health care access program.  Although 

challenged in court on ERISA grounds, the 

law was repealed before implementation and 

no court ruled on its legality. 

The rationale for offering a credit for 

employer coverage is that employers thereby 

relieve the state of an obligation it has under-

taken through a public program (to cover all 

state residents or subgroups such as lower 

wage workers). The advantage to such a pay 

or play strategy from an ERISA perspective 

is that it falls within the Travelers language 
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of not “binding plan administrators to a 

particular choice”—multi-state firms can 

offer uniform national plans or pay into the 

state pool where their employees can obtain 

coverage. And these laws can be defended 

as legislating in areas of long-standing state 

authority, such as funding health care for 

the poor and taxation (which some federal 

courts have held to be such a sphere of state 

authority).40  Such broad-based pay or play 

laws (like the 1988 Massachusetts law or a 

2005 Vermont bill vetoed by the Governor) 

should overcome a preemption challenge if 

they are explicitly neutral regarding whether 

employers fund worker health care or pay 

the assessment (i.e., they are not mandates) 

and do not condition the credit against the 

assessment on an employer plan meet-

ing specific standards, such as minimum 

benefits or premium contribution levels.41  

Workers should be eligible for the public 

program regardless of whether their employ-

ers have paid the fee, further removing any 

“connection” between the state law and the 

employer assessment.42 

Laws Modeled on the Maryland Fair Share Act. 

While courts in other states are not bound to 

follow the holding in RILA v. Fielder, it will be 

difficult for states to defend laws identical to the 

Maryland Fair Share Act that assess only one or 

a few large employers whose health care spend-

ing falls below a specific threshold. Bills like the 

Maryland law were introduced in many state 

legislatures in 2006; one passed the California 

legislature but was vetoed by the Governor in 

September.43  Like Maryland’s law, most of 

these proposals would have required employers 

to contribute an assessment to the state if they 

did not spend at least a specified amount for 

employee health care (calculated on the basis 

of a dollar-per hour figure or a percentage of 

payroll). The requirements applied primarily 

to retailers, but also sometimes other indus-

tries, and to firms of varying sizes (from 100 

employees to 10,000). To the extent that these 

laws would have applied to a large number of 

employers and could be characterized as other 

than a mandate to create or amend an ERISA 

plan, they might withstand an ERISA preemp-

tion challenge. 

At least three localities have enacted employ-

er requirements structurally similar to the 

Maryland Fair Share Act:

u	 In August 2005, New York City passed 

an ordinance requiring grocers employ-

ing 35 or more employees or with at least 

10,000 square feet of retail space to pay 

“prevailing health care expenditures” 

(estimated currently to be $2.50 to $3.00 

per hour) for their workers or face fines 

and license revocation.44  The law defines 

health care expenditures as employer 

spending on direct services, reimburs-

ing the cost of services, contributions to 

HSAs, and similar expenditures.

u	 In October 2005, Suffolk County, New 

York, passed a similar law requiring gro-

cery retailers with at least 25,000 square 

feet of retail space, 3 percent of floor 

area used for selling groceries, or over $1 

billion in revenue (where grocery sales 

account for at least 20 percent) to spend 

at least $3 per hour on employee health 

care expenditures (defined similarly 

to spending under the New York City 

ordinance).45  Failure to comply subjects 

employers to administrative penalties.

u	 San Francisco enacted a similar law 

in August 2006, creating a program 

through its public health department 

clinics and hospitals to provide health 

care to uninsured residents and requiring 

employers with 100 or more employees to 

spend at least $1.60 per hour per employ-

ee on employee health care ($1.06/hour 

for firms with 20 to 99 employees 

or nonprofit organizations with 50 to 

99 workers).46  Health care spending 

includes contributions to HSAs, direct 

reimbursement for employee health costs, 

employer-provided services, payments 

to third parties, and payments to the city 

to fund the health care access program. 

Failure to comply subjects employers to 

administrative penalties.

The Suffolk County ordinance has been 

challenged in court, but no decision has yet 

been issued in that case. All three local ordi-

nances are drafted to avoid a direct reference 

to ERISA health plans and their require-

ments can be satisfied by employers pay-

ing for employee health care in ways other 

than through an ERISA plan. Therefore, 

they arguably are similar to “prevailing 

wage” laws that several Courts of Appeals 

have held ERISA does not preempt (as long 

as employers can satisfy the law without 

using an ERISA plan).47  Furthermore, the 

ordinances differ from the Maryland law by 

applying to more firms than just Wal-Mart.  

But because they arguably are designed to 

encourage firms to pay for employee health 

care, opponents may argue, as in Maryland, 

that options other than creating or expand-

ing an ERISA plan are impractical. The San 

Francisco assessment is designed to help 

fund the city’s health care access program 

and therefore might fall within Judge Motz’s 

suggestion that ERISA would not preempt 

an assessment as part of a more “compre-

hensive” public program.

Massachusetts. In April 2006, the 

Massachusetts legislature enacted a health 

care access law (amended with technical 

corrections in October), requiring all state 

residents who can afford to buy health cov-

erage to obtain it or face substantial penal-

ties.48  The law merges the individual and 

group insurance markets and creates the 

“Connector,” a quasi-governmental organiza-

tion to link individuals and firms with 50 or 

fewer employees with approved insurance 

products. The Connector also administers 

the Commonwealth Care Health Insurance 

Program, which subsidizes coverage for 

residents with incomes below 300 percent 

of the federal poverty level.49  In addition, 

the bill expands income eligibility levels for 

children’s Medicaid coverage and for a pro-

gram that subsidizes employer-sponsored 

insurance for low-income workers. While the 

thrust of the law is on individuals, it requires 

employers with more than ten employees:

u	 To establish tax code section 125 

 plans allowing workers to purchase  

 health insurance with pre-tax funds;

u	 To pay the state a “fair share”  

 assessment up to $295 per full-time  

 equivalent employee per year50  if they  

 do not offer and contribute a “fair and 

 reasonable” amount (determined by 

 the state Division of Health Care

 Finance and Policy) toward employee  

 health insurance premiums;
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u	 To pay a “free rider surcharge” of

 between 10 and 100 percent of the  

 uncompensated care costs their employ- 

 ees incur (if employees or their depen- 

 dents individually use more than three  

 health care services in a year or a firm’s  

 workers and dependents use at least five 

 and if the total costs to the state’s  

 uncompensated care pool [or its suc-

 cessor Health Safety Net Fund] are  

 at least $50,000), if the employer does  

 not comply with the law’s requirement to  

 create a section 125 plan; and 

u	 To report to the state agency whether 

it offers a section 125 plan, whether 

employees who have declined the 

employer’s health plan have an alterna-

tive source of insurance, and other infor-

mation needed for the state to imple-

ment the free rider surcharge. 

Internal Revenue Code Section 125 plans (often 

called cafeteria or salary reduction plans) allow 

employees to pay for health coverage and 

other specified benefits with pre-tax wages. 

Employers can exclude these contributions 

from the wages on which they pay FICA and 

unemployment taxes. A section 125 plan can 

permit employees to use pre-tax funds to pay 

their share of an employer-sponsored health 

plan premium or pay for coverage purchased 

in the individual insurance market.51  The U.S. 

Department of Labor (DOL) does not consider 

section 125 plans to be ERISA plans, even when 

used to shelter the employee’s share of pre-

mium for an employer-sponsored plan because 

their function is to provide a method for paying 

premiums in a tax-favored manner, an advan-

tage the DOL says is not a “benefit” within the 

meaning of ERISA.52  Although some analysts 

argue that ERISA preempts this Massachusetts 

law requirement,53  if a court agrees with DOL 

that a 125 plan is not an ERISA plan, it seems 

hard to argue that a state law requiring employ-

ers to offer them would be preempted. Nor 

should the state requirement turns plans that 

employees purchase through the Connector or 

on their own into ERISA plans.54  

The two employer assessments in the 

Massachusetts law might raise ERISA pre-

emption issues because they are conditioned 

on the employer being involved in employee 

health coverage to some degree. The free 

rider surcharge applies if the employer does 

not establish a section 125 plan, which the 

DOL does not consider to be an ERISA 

plan, so the surcharge should not raise pre-

emption issues. This assessment does not 

“refer to” ERISA plans and does not have a 

“connection with” them under the reason-

ing in Dillingham and the prevailing wage 

cases because an employer can comply with 

the law by means other than establishing 

an ERISA plan. Furthermore, the purpose 

of this surcharge is to recoup some of the 

state’s cost of uncompensated care provided 

to employees of employers who do not 

facilitate employee access to health cover-

age. Financing uncompensated care is a 

long-recognized area of state responsibility 

and therefore, like hospital rate-setting in 

Travelers, arguably less likely to be preempted 

even if it arguably has a connection with 

employer-sponsored coverage. 

The fair share assessment might raise pre-

emption concerns because it defines employ-

ers exempt from the assessment as those 

offering group health plans for which they 

make a “fair and reasonable” premium con-

tribution. This is defined in recently adopted 

regulations as having at least 25 percent of 

employees enrolled in an employer-spon-

sored plan or, if fewer are enrolled, paying 

at least 33 percent of the premium. The fair 

share assessment applies to government as 

well as private-sector employers and so does 

not specifically refer to ERISA plans. But 

the exemption from the assessment is con-

ditioned on employers paying a minimum 

share of employee premiums if less than 

one fourth of their employees are enrolled. 

This qualification arguably attempts to affect 

ERISA plans’ “structure” in violation of the 

preemption clause. 

The state could defend this provision on sev-

eral grounds: The purpose of the fair share 

assessment is to spread the burden of financ-

ing charity care more equitably beyond insur-

ing employers and others who pay this “cost 

shift” through health insurance premiums. 

Therefore, the assessment is part of the state’s 

traditional responsibility to finance uncompen-

sated care (similar to the rate-setting provisions 

at issue in Travelers). Second, the state could 

argue that the $295 per full time employee 

worker per year price is so insubstantial (com-

pared to the cost of providing employee cover-

age) that it is not a de facto coverage mandate 

and therefore would not have an impact on 

ERISA plans’ structure. And, while the court in 

RILA did not examine the Massachusetts law 

in any detail, the decision’s footnote suggest-

ing a comprehensive program with minimal 

employer impacts could survive a preemption 

challenge should be helpful if the state must 

defend the law in court. As a practical matter, 

because the law was supported by much of the 

business community, it is unclear whether any 

employers will challenge it.

Finally, the reporting requirement might 

be challenged as burdening employers (and 

impeding uniform national benefits admin-

istration). Despite Judge Motz’s observation 

(in his discussion of standing in the RILA 

case) that reporting requirements are bur-

densome, the Massachusetts law’s minimal 

reporting obligations do not seem sufficient 

to bring preemption, and he did not hold 

that those of the Maryland law did so. Some 

lower courts have held that ERISA does not 

preempt record-keeping requirements in 

prevailing wage law cases.55 

Vermont. After the Governor vetoed a 2005 

health care bill, in 2006, the Vermont legisla-

ture enacted the Catamount Health Plan and 

Catamount Health Assistance Program, which 

will offer subsidized health products to unin-

sured Vermont residents, emphasizing care for 

chronic conditions.56  Although insurance ini-

tially will be voluntary, the legislature apparent-

ly will consider making insurance mandatory 

if at least 96 percent of the state is not insured 

by 2010. The program is financed by tobacco 

taxes, income-based premiums paid by enroll-

ees, and employer “premiums” of $365 per 

year per uninsured full-time equivalent worker 

(with exemptions for small employers).57  

Uninsured employees are defined as those who 

are either: 1) not offered coverage for which the 

employer makes a contribution, 2) not eligible 

for employer-offered coverage, or 3) offered 

and eligible but not enrolled in the employer’s 

plan or covered under other public or private 

sector plans. Proposed regulations will require 

employers to report to the state the number of 

hours worked by non-covered employees and 
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to keep records identifying employees declining 

employer coverage and indicating whether they 

are covered by another health plan.

ERISA should not preempt the Vermont 

law’s minimal reporting requirement.58  But 

the employer assessment raises potential 

ERISA problems. While it does not refer 

directly to ERISA plans (applying to both 

public and private sector employers), it 

waives the employer premium payment for 

employees offered (with some employer 

contribution), eligible for, or enrolled in 

employer plans. Opponents might argue, 

therefore, that in order to determine if the 

assessment applies, employers must exam-

ine their plans’ eligibility standards. On the 

other hand, the law requires, in essence, 

that employers pay the assessment based 

on the number of employees the employer 

does not cover (and not covered by another 

plan or program), information that is read-

ily available to employers without reference 

to the terms of an employer’s plan. As far 

as the “connection with” test is concerned, 

the law does not condition waiver of the 

assessment on employer plans meeting any 

benefits, premium contributions, or eligibil-

ity standards. It offers employers a choice of 

coverage or assessment, and the assessment 

arguably is not so large as to negate a choice 

under the Travelers case reasoning.

Tax-Financed Universal Coverage 
Programs
Although proposed in some states in past years, 

no states have enacted a “single payer” tax-

financed universal health coverage program. 

(In August 2006, the California legislature 

passed SB 40, a single payer bill, which the 

Governor vetoed in September.) Universal pub-

licly administered programs like single payer 

systems can raise ERISA problems, even if not 

financed by employer assessments, because 

they create incentives for employers sponsoring 

health coverage to terminate or modify their 

plans, even assuming state legislators take no 

position on whether employers should con-

tinue or discontinue their health coverage. State 

universal programs might be challenged under 

ERISA on this ground even if funded by, for 

example, individual taxes on sales or income or 

earmarked “premiums” (the approach of some 

Canadian provinces to finance their systems). 

An employer in such a state might terminate 

its plan or modify it to supplement the pub-

lic program. Multi-state firms might main-

tain what amounts to duplicate coverage if 

they want to maintain nationally uniform 

coverage. Despite such impacts on ERISA 

plans, a state could defend a tax-financed 

universal program on the ground that it is 

difficult to imagine that Congress intended 

in 1974 that ERISA preempt such programs. 

The need for states to expand health cover-

age seemed remote in 1974, when serious 

discussion of a national health program was 

under way in Congress, so (other than pos-

sibly Hawaii’s 1974 law) state-based systems 

were not in the minds of ERISA’s drafters.59  

Financing health care is an exercise of tra-

ditional state power, long preceding federal 

activity under Medicaid.60  Consequently, 

states defending such programs would argue 

that a court should not presume congres-

sional intent to preempt them and that they 

do not directly interfere with multi-state 

employers’ choices about how to design 

employee health coverage.

 

Wisconsin. ERISA preemption analysis 

becomes somewhat more complicated if a 

universal public program is financed by a 

payroll tax because multi-state employers 

that wish to maintain uniform national cov-

erage plans may argue that they are forced 

to pay twice—their health coverage costs and 

the tax. An example of a payroll tax-financed 

universal model is Wisconsin’s Assembly 

Bill 1140, introduced in 2006 to create the 

“Wisconsin Health Plan.” The program 

would establish “health insurance purchas-

ing accounts” for all state residents (living 

in the state at least 6 months) under age 65. 

The accounts, administered by a non-profit, 

nongovernmental corporation, entitle eligible 

residents to enroll in low cost commercial 

health plans, but the law allows residents to 

purchase more costly plans by paying addi-

tional premiums to the insurers. The bill 

sets out required benefits and cost sharing 

each plan must offer. While the bill does not 

yet specify financing sources, the program’s 

supporters contemplate that employers and 

employees would pay payroll taxes (employer 

payroll tax rates would rise along with total 

payroll levels).61  

The bill does not refer to employer-spon-

sored plans and the tax is imposed on 

employers, not plans. But it raises potential 

ERISA issues because such a universal 

coverage program may well affect employ-

ers’ decisions about whether and how to 

offer employee health coverage. Employers 

offering employee health plans before the 

program is implemented are likely either 

to: drop coverage (because it duplicates the 

public program), amend their coverage to 

supplement the public program’s benefits 

(for example, providing workers funds to 

buy more costly plans), or, for multi-state 

employers who want to retain nationally uni-

form benefit structures, maintain their own 

plans but pay the payroll tax. 

While employers can choose whether to 

drop, maintain, or modify their plans, they 

arguably face a strong financial incentive 

not to maintain full employee coverage 

because the payroll tax (especially for higher 

wage employers) may approach the cost of 

their employee health coverage. Multi-state 

employers wishing to maintain national 

plans and facing high payroll taxes for the 

state plan might argue that this tax imposes 

the “acute, albeit indirect, economic effects, 

by intent or otherwise, as to force an ERISA 

plan to adopt a certain scheme of substan-

tive coverage,” which the Supreme Court 

in Travelers suggested might cause ERISA 

preemption.

To counter this argument, states defend-

ing such broad-based payroll tax-financed 

universal public programs against an ERISA 

challenge could make a two-step argument. 

First, they can point out that a payroll tax is 

not substantively different than an income 

or other individually applicable tax with no 

direct employer impact. Although employers 

would remit the payroll tax, it actually is a tax 

on workers because it reduces their wages 

and therefore no different than an income 

tax (that employers also withhold from 

wages and remit).62  Second, they can argue 

(as discussed above) that taxation and health 

care financing are traditional areas of state 

authority and that Congress could not have 

intended to prohibit any state tax-financed 

universal coverage plan. As with many other 
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health care funding strategies, of course, the 

outcome of a preemption challenge to a pay-

roll tax-supported system remains unclear. No 

court has decided a case involving a neutral 

financing scheme that eliminates the need for 

most employer-sponsored coverage.

 

Conclusion
Expanding access to health coverage through 

individual mandates, the primary approach 

under the new Massachusetts law, raises no 

ERISA preemption problems, even if the law 

allows individuals to satisfy this obligation by 

enrolling in workplace coverage. Nor is ERISA 

implicated by purely voluntary employer 

incentives, such as health coverage tax credits, 

purchasing pool arrangements, or insurance 

premium subsidies for lower wage workers 

enrolling in employer-sponsored plans.

Imposing mandatory requirements, such as 

assessments, on employers, however, can 

raise preemption concerns. ERISA clearly 

prohibits states from mandating that employ-

ers offer or contribute to employee health 

coverage. Yet despite some language in 

RILA v. Fielder, states should be able to tax 

employers to finance a public health care 

access program. Although such assessments 

might vary across states, the Supreme Court 

has ruled that “cost uniformity” is not the 

objective of ERISA preemption. Laws must 

be drafted to avoid being labeled a mandate, 

keeping in mind the statute’s language, the 

sponsors’ objectives, and the number of 

employers to which it applies. States can take 

guidance from language in the RILA decision 

if they are trying to design “comprehensive” 

programs addressing health care access with 

arguably only “incidental effects” upon ERISA 

plans. A tax on employers whose employees 

use publicly-subsidized uncompensated 

care or are enrolled in public programs like 

Medicaid or SCHIP might not raise preemp-

tion concerns if the tax is assessed without 

regard to whether they are covered under an 

employer-sponsored plan.63 

ERISA arguably should not preempt a 

well-designed pay or play law that offers a 

dollar-for-dollar credit for employer health 

care spending because, under the reason-

ing of the Travelers case, it does not interfere 

with ERISA plan administrators’ choices. 

Laws that do not offer real employer choice 

between paying and covering their workers 

are likely to be more difficult to defend. A pay 

or play law could most easily overcome a pre-

emption challenge if it meets certain criteria:

u	 It does not refer to ERISA plans.

u	 Legislative sponsors are explicitly  

 neutral regarding whether the employer  

 pays the assessment or plays by offering  

 coverage.

u	 The credit applies to any health care  

 spending on behalf of employees (not  

 only to more traditional health insurance  

 or formal health plan).

u	 The credit is not conditioned on an 

 employer’s plan meeting benefits or 

 structural requirements such as 

 employer premium sharing standards.64

u	 An employer’s payment of the   

 assessment is not a prerequisite to its  

 employees qualifying for coverage under  

 the public program.

While some states (and most local govern-

ments) face limits on imposing taxes (in 

contrast to other types of fees),65  defining 

the assessment to be a tax can bring the law 

within an area of traditional state authority.66  

States also should be able to require employers 

to establish tax code section 125 plans under the 

authority of the U.S. DOL advisory opinion. If a 

section 125 plan is not itself an ERISA plan, then 

requiring employers to establish one should not 

turn it into an ERISA plan so as to raise preemp-

tion concerns. The Massachusetts law provides 

one drafting approach: it does not specify the 

types of health coverage that a 125 plan ought 

to include, leaving to the employer to decide 

whether to allow employees to purchase individ-

ual plans and/or pay their share of an employer-

sponsored plan premium. But even if a section 

125 plan requirement mentions ERISA plans, 

that “reference” does not affect the structure of 

the employer-sponsored plan itself and should 

not cause preemption.67 

There is, unfortunately, a large grey area 

regarding ERISA preemption. Ultimately, we 

only know whether ERISA preempts a state 

law when the Supreme Court decides a case, 

and the Court has decided few cases involving 

state health care financing, though most of its 

preemption decisions since 1995 have been 

favorable to states.68  There are no guarantees 

about how a court will analyze a state law.  

But states should be able to overcome a pre-

emption challenge by drafting health care 

financing laws that rely on the principles set 

out in Travelers and its successors: legislat-

ing in areas of “traditional state authority,” 

avoiding direct reference to ERISA plans, 

and minimizing impacts on ERISA plans 

in order to afford multi-state employers the 

opportunity to design and maintain nationally 

uniform plans.

 

Congress rarely has amended ERISA’s pre-

emption clause but might be encouraged to 

grant states more flexibility. Several propos-

als in the 109th Congress would encourage 

states to expand access to health care. Some 

bills would fund pilot projects and others 

would allow federal agencies to waive statu-

tory obstacles under Medicaid, Medicare, or 

ERISA.69  In addition to authorizing such 

waivers, Congress could be asked to sanction 

explicit state health care financing strate-

gies, such as a pay or play model that credits 

employer health spending against an assess-

ment to fund a comprehensive program. 

While it seems likely courts would uphold 

this approach, congressional clarification 

could reduce the uncertainty and delay due  

to court challenges.

Even without such congressional assistance, 

however, state health policymakers should 

not be discouraged by the RILA v. Fielder deci-

sion from developing health care financing 

and delivery initiatives that include employer 

financing. ERISA issues are not the only  

considerations in crafting state health 

policy, but while the Maryland court’s deci-

sion makes some models difficult to defend 

against ERISA preemption challenges, other 

financing approaches stand a better chance 

and are worth pursuing. 
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